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Calendar Year Patent Statistics (January 1 to December 31)

General Patent Statistics Reports Available For Viewing

The Patent Technology Management Team (PTMT) periodically issues general statistics and anecdotal reports that profile patenting activity at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). Several PTMT reports are free while some other products and services are available at reasonable cost. Specialized services and custom reports also may be available subject to the availability of resources. For a detailed description of available PTMT products and services, please consult the PTMT Products and Services Brochure.

Notes for Users:
- PTMT reports display patent statistics and data by calendar year (January 1 to December 31).
- For most users, reports displaying utility patent statistics will be the most useful; utility patents are also known as "patents for inventions."
- Reports that have a PDF file extension (e.g., "June_11.pdf") may be viewed using free Adobe Acrobat Reader software.
- Linked drill-down reports are indicated with an asterisk (*).
- The most recently updated PTMT reports includes data for patents granted through 2015.
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